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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which has the stress 
pattern different from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 1 to 2. 
 
Câu 1:  A. sandy B. water C. explore D. parent 
Câu 2:  A. exciting B. together C. confident D. important 
 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to each of the questions from 3 to 7.  

 
 University Entrance Examination is very important to Vietnamese students. High school 

graduates have to take it and get high results to be admitted to universities. The pressure on the candidates 
remains very high despite the measures that have been taken to reduce the heat around these exams, since 
securing a place in a state university is considered a major step towards a successful career for young 
people, especially those from rural areas or disadvantaged families. In 2004, it was estimated that nearly 
1 million Vietnamese students took the University Entrance Examination, but on average only 1 out of 5 
candidates succeeded. Normally, candidates take 3 exam subjects, and each lasts 180 minutes for the 
fixed group of subjects they choose. There are 4 fixed groups of subjects: Group A: Mathematics, 
Physics, and Chemistry; Group B: Mathematics, Chemistry and Biology; Group C: Literature, History, 
and Geography; Group D: Literature, Foreign Language, and Mathematics.  

 In addition to universities, there are community colleges, art and technology institutes, 
professional secondary schools, and vocational schools which offer degrees or certificates from a-few-
month to 2-year courses. 

 According to Vietnam’s Ministry of Education and Training, there are currently 23 non-public 
universities, accounting for 11% of the total number of universities. These non-public universities are 
currently training 119,464 students or 11.7% of the total number of students. The government is planning 
to increase the number of non-public universities to 30% by 2007. 

 
Câu 3:  University Entrance Examination in Vietnam is very _________. 

A. free B. interesting C. stressful D. easy 
Câu 4:  The word “those”  in paragraph one refers to _________. 

A. young people B. examinations C. exam subjects D. universities 
Câu 5:  In 2004, the proportion of the students who got success in University Entrance Examination was 
about_________percent. 

A. 20 B. 50 C. 5 D. 10 
Câu 6:  According to the passage, which of the followings is TRUE? 

A. Maths is compulsory in the University Entrance Examination. 
B. There are four fixed groups of exam subjects for students to choose. 
C. Students are not allowed to choose their exam subjects. 
D. Students find it easy to get success in the University Entrance Examination. 

Câu 7:  According to the passage, _________. 
A. the Vietnamese government does not appreciate non-public universities. 
B. the Vietnamese government encourages the establishment of  
       non-public universities. 
C. Vietnamese students have no alternative to continue their higher study  
                   besides universities. 
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D. the Vietnamese government will close all non-public universities next year. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 
questions from 8 to 9. 
 
Câu 8:  it / necessary / us / think / about / this matter /. 

A. For us to think about this matter carefully it’s necessary. 
B. To think about this matter carefully it necessary for it. 
C. It’s for us to think about this matter carefully necessary. 
D. It’s necessary for us to think about this matter carefully. 

Câu 9:  the / between /university / terms / the / students / have / vacations /. 
A. Between the university terms the students have vacations. 
B. Between vacations the students have the university terms. 
C. Between the terms the students university have vacations. 
D. Between the terms university the students have vacations. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part is 
pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 10 to 12. 
 
Câu 10:  A. problems B. weekends C. secrets D. brothers 
Câu 11:  A. helped B. weighed C. laughed D. missed 
Câu 12:  A. enough B. encourage C. though D. country 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting 
from 13 to 17. 
 
Câu 13:  My father prefers watching films at home to go to the cinema. 

               A                             B                                      C  D 
 

Câu 14:  What did you do at 9 o'clock last night? I phoned you but nobody answered.  
                        A                              B                  C                      D 
 

Câu 15:  The singer about who I told you yesterday is coming here tomorrow. 
                                A               B                                C                     D 
 

Câu 16:  They have their house designing by this architect. 
                      A          B                C                   D 
 

Câu 17:  My children won’t go to bed unless they don’t finish their homework. 
                                    A                      B                         C         D 
 
 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct word for each of the blank from 18 to 22.  

Before the 19th century, families usually (18) _______ marriages for their children. Young people 
didn’t decide who they wanted to marry. After they got married, they usually had (19) _______ children. 
In the 19th century, most children could choose the person they wanted to marry. A marriage joined two 
people and not two families. Two people could get (20) _______ because they loved each other, not just 
because their families wanted them to marry. At the same time, people began to realize that they had to 
(21) _______ very good care of their children. Before this, most people didn’t go to school. The family 
members all worked together at home. Later, people realized that (22) _______ is necessary for a better 
life. 
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Câu 18:  A. have arranged B. were arranging C. arrange D. arranged 
Câu 19:  A. much B. a lot of C. little D. few 
Câu 20:  A. marrying B. marriage C. married D. marry 
Câu 21:  A. get B. take C. give D. make 
Câu 22:  A. educate B. educator C. education D. educated 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning 
to each of the following sentences from 23 to 25. 
 
Câu 23:  “Would you like to stay for dinner with us?” she asked me. 

A. She invited me to stay for dinner with them. 
B. She asked me if I like to stay for dinner with them. 
C. She was very kind to offer me dinner. 
D. She offered me dinner. 

Câu 24:  The man suddenly realized that the neighbour was watching him. 
A. The neighbour suddenly realized the man and watching him. 
B. The man suddenly realized that he was watched by the neighbour. 
C. The neighbour was watching the man and he suddenly realized that. 
D. The man suddenly realized that he was being watched by the neighbour. 

Câu 25:  I haven't visited my grandmother for three months. 
A. It is three months since I have visited my grandmother. 
B. I didn't visit my grandmother three months ago. 
C. The last time I had visited my grandmother was three months ago. 
D. It is three months since I last visited my grandmother. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet that best completes each unfinished sentence, 
substitutes the underlined part from 26 to 50. 
 
Câu 26:  They asked me when ________. 

A. I can arrive B. I had arrived C. will I arrive D. did I arrive 
Câu 27:  After  Hung ________ the English course, he went to Australia to continue his study. 

A. has finished B. will finish C. had finished D. have been finished 
Câu 28:  More than ten Vietnamese students____________ the ADS scholarships last month. 

A. are reporting to win. B. are reported to have won 
C. are reporting to have won D. are reported to win 

Câu 29:  If you________ someone stealing your car, what would you do? 
A. saw B. see C. seen D. had seen 

Câu 30:  I am so happy to hear from Mary because I haven’t seen her ________ last year. 
A. since B. later C. on D. for 

Câu 31:  You should concentrate _________what the interviewer is saying and make a real effort to 
answer all the questions the interviewer asks. 

A. in B. at C. for D. on 
Câu 32:  Is English a compulsory subject or a(n) _________one at high school in your country? 

A. optional B. obliging C. obligatory D. required 
Câu 33:  My younger brother has passed the exam,________ is great news. 

A. who B. why C. which D. that 
Câu 34:  He is the most wonderful person I ________. 

A. ever meet B. have ever met C. had ever met D. am meeting 
Câu 35:  ________  more carefully, he would not have had the accident yesterday. 

A. Unless Peter had driven B. If had Peter driven 
C. If Peter driven D. Had Peter driven 
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Câu 36:  In our curriculum, Math, Physics, Chemistry, Literature and English are considered  
     as core subjects. 
A. difficult B. main C. general D. popular 

Câu 37:  Within ________  few years,________ private space travel has gone from concept to reality. 
A. the / the B. the / a C. Ø / an D. a / Ø 

Câu 38:  Please ________ the lights when leaving the room. 
A. turn off B. turn on C. turn into D. turn over 

Câu 39:  By this Christmas, I ________ my first term examination. 
A. will finish B. will have finished C. will be finished D. have been finishing 

Câu 40:  __________the book, they get married and live happily ever after. 
A. At the end of B. Since the end of C. In the end of D. By the end of 

Câu 41:  The teacher told Ann ________ so loud. 
A. not talking B. talk C. not talk D. not to talk 

Câu 42:  ________  answers my questions exactly will be given a gift. 
A. That B. Whoever C. Which D. Who 

Câu 43:  This test must ________with a pencil. 
A. be writing B. be written C. be to write D. write 

Câu 44:  We are not allowed ________  in exams. 
A. cheat B. cheating C. cheated D. to cheat 

Câu 45:  Tim: “How well you are playing!”  Jack: “___________”. 
A. I think so. I am proud of myself B. Say it again. I like to hear your words 
C. Thank you too much D. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment 

Câu 46:  Everybody in my room ________trying to do their best to finish the test at the moment. 
A. to be B. have been C. are D. is 

Câu 47:  I live in a comfortable  flat________  the  new  square in Pleiku city. 
A. overlooking B. overlooked C. which overlooking D. to overlook 

Câu 48:  According to these experts, today children are made ________  too much. 
A. study B. studying C. studies D. to study 

Câu 49:  No one can predict the future exactly. Things may happen ________ . 
A. unexpected B. unexpectedly C. expected D. expectedly 

Câu 50:  David: “Merry Christmas!” - Jason: “__________” 
A. You are the same! B. Happy Christmas with you! 
C. Merry Christmas! . D. Same for you! 
 

----------------------------------------------- 

----------- HẾT ---------- 
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Họ, tên thí sinh:........................................................SBD:............................. 
 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part is 
pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 1 to 3. 
 
Câu 1:  A. weighed B. missed C. helped D. laughed 
Câu 2:  A. brothers B. problems C. secrets D. weekends 
Câu 3:  A. though B. encourage C. country D. enough 
 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct word for each of the blank from 4 to 8.  

Before the 19th century, families usually (4) _______ marriages for their children. Young people didn’t 
decide who they wanted to marry. After they got married, they usually had (5) _______ children. In the 
19th century, most children could choose the person they wanted to marry. A marriage joined two people 
and not two families. Two people could get (6) _______ because they loved each other, not just because 
their families wanted them to marry. At the same time, people began to realize that they had to (7) 
_______ very good care of their children. Before this, most people didn’t go to school. The family 
members all worked together at home. Later, people realized that (8) _______ is necessary for a better 
life. 

 
Câu 4:  A. were arranging B. arrange C. have arranged D. arranged 
Câu 5:  A. few B. a lot of C. much D. little 
Câu 6:  A. marrying B. marriage C. married D. marry 
Câu 7:  A. make B. give C. take D. get 
Câu 8:  A. education B. educate C. educator D. educated 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 
questions from 9 to 10. 
 
Câu 9:  it / necessary / us / think / about / this matter /. 

A. It’s necessary for us to think about this matter carefully. 
B. To think about this matter carefully it necessary for it. 
C. It’s for us to think about this matter carefully necessary. 
D. For us to think about this matter carefully it’s necessary. 

Câu 10:  the / between /university / terms / the / students / have / vacations /. 
A. Between the terms university the students have vacations. 
B. Between the terms the students university have vacations. 
C. Between vacations the students have the university terms. 
D. Between the university terms the students have vacations. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning 
to each of the following sentences from 11 to 13. 
 
Câu 11:  The man suddenly realized that the neighbour was watching him. 

A. The neighbour suddenly realized the man and watching him. 
B. The neighbour was watching the man and he suddenly realized that. 
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C. The man suddenly realized that he was being watched by the neighbour. 
D. The man suddenly realized that he was watched by the neighbour. 

Câu 12:  “Would you like to stay for dinner with us?” she asked me. 
A. She offered me dinner. 
B. She invited me to stay for dinner with them. 
C. She asked me if I like to stay for dinner with them. 
D. She was very kind to offer me dinner. 

Câu 13:  I haven't visited my grandmother for three months. 
A. It is three months since I have visited my grandmother. 
B. The last time I had visited my grandmother was three months ago. 
C. It is three months since I last visited my grandmother. 
D. I didn't visit my grandmother three months ago. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting 
from 14 to 18. 
 
Câu 14:  They have their house designing by this architect. 

                 A          B                C                   D 
 

Câu 15:  The singer about who I told you yesterday is coming here tomorrow. 
                                A               B                                C                     D 
 

Câu 16:  My father prefers watching films at home to go to the cinema. 
                 A                             B                                    C  D 
 

Câu 17:  My children won’t go to bed unless they don’t finish their homework. 
                                    A                      B                        C         D 
 

Câu 18:  What did you do at 9 o'clock last night? I phoned you but nobody answered.  
                     A                                 B                  C                      D 
 
 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to each of the questions from 19 to 23.  

 
 University Entrance Examination is very important to Vietnamese students. High school 

graduates have to take it and get high results to be admitted to universities. The pressure on the candidates 
remains very high despite the measures that have been taken to reduce the heat around these exams, since 
securing a place in a state university is considered a major step towards a successful career for young 
people, especially those from rural areas or disadvantaged families. In 2004, it was estimated that nearly 
1 million Vietnamese students took the University Entrance Examination, but on average only 1 out of 5 
candidates succeeded. Normally, candidates take 3 exam subjects, and each lasts 180 minutes for the 
fixed group of subjects they choose. There are 4 fixed groups of subjects: Group A: Mathematics, 
Physics, and Chemistry; Group B: Mathematics, Chemistry and Biology; Group C: Literature, History, 
and Geography; Group D: Literature, Foreign Language, and Mathematics.  

 In addition to universities, there are community colleges, art and technology institutes, 
professional secondary schools, and vocational schools which offer degrees or certificates from a-few-
month to 2-year courses. 

 According to Vietnam’s Ministry of Education and Training, there are currently 23 non-public 
universities, accounting for 11% of the total number of universities. These non-public universities are 
currently training 119,464 students or 11.7% of the total number of students. The government is planning 
to increase the number of non-public universities to 30% by 2007. 
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Câu 19:  University Entrance Examination in Vietnam is very _________. 

A. easy B. interesting C. stressful D. free 
Câu 20:  The word “those”  in paragraph one refers to _________. 

A. exam subjects B. universities C. examinations D. young people 
Câu 21:  In 2004, the proportion of the students who got success in University Entrance Examination was 
about_________percent. 

A. 20 B. 5 C. 10 D. 50 
Câu 22:  According to the passage, which of the followings is TRUE? 

A. Students are not allowed to choose their exam subjects. 
B. Maths is compulsory in the University Entrance Examination. 
C. Students find it easy to get success in the University Entrance Examination. 
D. There are four fixed groups of exam subjects for students to choose. 

Câu 23:  According to the passage, _________. 
A. Vietnamese students have no alternative to continue their higher study  
                   besides universities. 
B. the Vietnamese government encourages the establishment of  
       non-public universities. 
C. the Vietnamese government does not appreciate non-public universities. 
D. the Vietnamese government will close all non-public universities next year. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which has the stress 
pattern different from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 24 to 25. 
 
Câu 24:  A. parent B. sandy C. explore D. water 
Câu 25:  A. exciting B. confident C. important D. together 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet that best completes each unfinished sentence, 
substitutes the underlined part from 26 to 50. 
 
Câu 26:  We are not allowed ________  in exams. 

A. to cheat B. cheated C. cheating D. cheat 
Câu 27:  ________  more carefully, he would not have had the accident yesterday. 

A. Unless Peter had driven B. If Peter driven 
C. If had Peter driven D. Had Peter driven 

Câu 28:  __________the book, they get married and live happily ever after. 
A. Since the end of B. At the end of C. In the end of D. By the end of 

Câu 29:  In our curriculum, Math, Physics, Chemistry, Literature and English are considered  
     as core subjects. 
A. main B. popular C. difficult D. general 

Câu 30:  I am so happy to hear from Mary because I haven’t seen her ________ last year. 
A. later B. on C. since D. for 

Câu 31:  The teacher told Ann ________ so loud. 
A. not talk B. not to talk C. not talking D. talk 

Câu 32:  You should concentrate _________what the interviewer is saying and make a real effort to 
answer all the questions the interviewer asks. 

A. at B. on C. for D. in 
Câu 33:  Please ________ the lights when leaving the room. 

A. turn off B. turn into C. turn on D. turn over 
Câu 34:  Tim: “How well you are playing!”  Jack: “___________”. 

A. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment B. Say it again. I like to hear your words 
C. I think so. I am proud of myself D. Thank you too much 
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Câu 35:  Within ________  few years,________ private space travel has gone from concept to reality. 
A. the / a B. a / Ø C. Ø / an D. the / the 

Câu 36:  By this Christmas, I ________ my first term examination. 
A. will finish B. will have finished C. have been finishing D. will be finished 

Câu 37:  David: “Merry Christmas!” - Jason: “__________” 
A. Same for you! B. You are the same! 
C. Happy Christmas with you! D. Merry Christmas! . 

Câu 38:  More than ten Vietnamese students____________ the ADS scholarships last month. 
A. are reported to have won B. are reporting to have won 
C. are reported to win D. are reporting to win. 

Câu 39:  No one can predict the future exactly. Things may happen ________ . 
A. unexpected B. unexpectedly C. expectedly D. expected 

Câu 40:  Is English a compulsory subject or a(n) _________one at high school in your country? 
A. required B. obliging C. obligatory D. optional 

Câu 41:  Everybody in my room ________trying to do their best to finish the test at the moment. 
A. is B. are C. have been D. to be 

Câu 42:  This test must ________with a pencil. 
A. be writing B. write C. be to write D. be written 

Câu 43:  ________  answers my questions exactly will be given a gift. 
A. That B. Whoever C. Which D. Who 

Câu 44:  According to these experts, today children are made ________  too much. 
A. studies B. studying C. study D. to study 

Câu 45:  If you________ someone stealing your car, what would you do? 
A. seen B. see C. had seen D. saw 

Câu 46:  They asked me when ________. 
A. did I arrive B. I can arrive C. I had arrived D. will I arrive 

Câu 47:  After  Hung ________ the English course, he went to Australia to continue his study. 
A. will finish B. have been finished C. has finished D. had finished 

Câu 48:  My younger brother has passed the exam,________ is great news. 
A. which B. who C. why D. that 

Câu 49:  He is the most wonderful person I ________. 
A. ever meet B. had ever met C. am meeting D. have ever met 

Câu 50:  I live in a comfortable  flat________  the  new  square in Pleiku city. 
A. overlooked B. to overlook C. overlooking D. which overlooking 
 

----------------------------------------------- 
----------- HẾT ---------- 
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Họ, tên thí sinh:........................................................SBD:............................. 
 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part is 
pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 1 to 3. 
 
Câu 1:  A. missed B. helped C. laughed D. weighed 
Câu 2:  A. brothers B. secrets C. weekends D. problems 
Câu 3:  A. encourage B. though C. enough D. country 
 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to each of the questions from 4 to 8.  

 
 University Entrance Examination is very important to Vietnamese students. High school 

graduates have to take it and get high results to be admitted to universities. The pressure on the candidates 
remains very high despite the measures that have been taken to reduce the heat around these exams, since 
securing a place in a state university is considered a major step towards a successful career for young 
people, especially those from rural areas or disadvantaged families. In 2004, it was estimated that nearly 
1 million Vietnamese students took the University Entrance Examination, but on average only 1 out of 5 
candidates succeeded. Normally, candidates take 3 exam subjects, and each lasts 180 minutes for the 
fixed group of subjects they choose. There are 4 fixed groups of subjects: Group A: Mathematics, 
Physics, and Chemistry; Group B: Mathematics, Chemistry and Biology; Group C: Literature, History, 
and Geography; Group D: Literature, Foreign Language, and Mathematics.  

 In addition to universities, there are community colleges, art and technology institutes, 
professional secondary schools, and vocational schools which offer degrees or certificates from a-few-
month to 2-year courses. 

 According to Vietnam’s Ministry of Education and Training, there are currently 23 non-public 
universities, accounting for 11% of the total number of universities. These non-public universities are 
currently training 119,464 students or 11.7% of the total number of students. The government is planning 
to increase the number of non-public universities to 30% by 2007. 

 
Câu 4:  University Entrance Examination in Vietnam is very _________. 

A. easy B. interesting C. stressful D. free 
Câu 5:  The word “those”  in paragraph one refers to _________. 

A. young people B. exam subjects C. universities D. examinations 
Câu 6:  In 2004, the proportion of the students who got success in University Entrance Examination was 
about_________percent. 

A. 20 B. 10 C. 5 D. 50 
Câu 7:  According to the passage, which of the followings is TRUE? 

A. Students find it easy to get success in the University Entrance Examination. 
B. Students are not allowed to choose their exam subjects. 
C. Maths is compulsory in the University Entrance Examination. 
D. There are four fixed groups of exam subjects for students to choose. 

Câu 8:  According to the passage, _________. 
A. Vietnamese students have no alternative to continue their higher study  
                   besides universities. 
B. the Vietnamese government does not appreciate non-public universities. 
C. the Vietnamese government encourages the establishment of  
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       non-public universities. 
D. the Vietnamese government will close all non-public universities next year. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet that best completes each unfinished sentence, 
substitutes the underlined part from 9 to 33. 
 
Câu 9:  Tim: “How well you are playing!”  Jack: “___________”. 

A. Say it again. I like to hear your words B. I think so. I am proud of myself 
C. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment D. Thank you too much 

Câu 10:  The teacher told Ann ________ so loud. 
A. talk B. not talking C. not to talk D. not talk 

Câu 11:  My younger brother has passed the exam,________ is great news. 
A. which B. who C. that D. why 

Câu 12:  After  Hung ________ the English course, he went to Australia to continue his study. 
A. had finished B. has finished C. will finish D. have been finished 

Câu 13:  ________  more carefully, he would not have had the accident yesterday. 
A. If had Peter driven B. If Peter driven 
C. Had Peter driven D. Unless Peter had driven 

Câu 14:  They asked me when ________. 
A. I had arrived B. I can arrive C. did I arrive D. will I arrive 

Câu 15:  Within ________  few years,________ private space travel has gone from concept to reality. 
A. the / a B. Ø / an C. a / Ø D. the / the 

Câu 16:  In our curriculum, Math, Physics, Chemistry, Literature and English are considered  
     as core subjects. 
A. difficult B. popular C. general D. main 

Câu 17:  No one can predict the future exactly. Things may happen ________ . 
A. unexpected B. expectedly C. expected D. unexpectedly 

Câu 18:  By this Christmas, I ________ my first term examination. 
A. will have finished B. will finish C. have been finishing D. will be finished 

Câu 19:  You should concentrate _________what the interviewer is saying and make a real effort to 
answer all the questions the interviewer asks. 

A. in B. at C. for D. on 
Câu 20:  According to these experts, today children are made ________  too much. 

A. studying B. to study C. study D. studies 
Câu 21:  ________  answers my questions exactly will be given a gift. 

A. That B. Whoever C. Which D. Who 
Câu 22:  Please ________ the lights when leaving the room. 

A. turn off B. turn on C. turn over D. turn into 
Câu 23:  I am so happy to hear from Mary because I haven’t seen her ________ last year. 

A. later B. since C. on D. for 
Câu 24:  David: “Merry Christmas!” - Jason: “__________” 

A. Happy Christmas with you! B. You are the same! 
C. Merry Christmas! . D. Same for you! 

Câu 25:  We are not allowed ________  in exams. 
A. cheating B. cheated C. to cheat D. cheat 

Câu 26:  More than ten Vietnamese students____________ the ADS scholarships last month. 
A. are reporting to have won B. are reported to have won 
C. are reporting to win. D. are reported to win 

Câu 27:  He is the most wonderful person I ________. 
A. had ever met B. ever meet C. am meeting D. have ever met 

Câu 28:  I live in a comfortable  flat________  the  new  square in Pleiku city. 
A. which overlooking B. to overlook C. overlooked D. overlooking 
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Câu 29:  Is English a compulsory subject or a(n) _________one at high school in your country? 
A. required B. obligatory C. obliging D. optional 

Câu 30:  __________the book, they get married and live happily ever after. 
A. By the end of B. In the end of C. At the end of D. Since the end of 

Câu 31:  If you________ someone stealing your car, what would you do? 
A. saw B. seen C. see D. had seen 

Câu 32:  This test must ________with a pencil. 
A. be to write B. be written C. write D. be writing 

Câu 33:  Everybody in my room ________trying to do their best to finish the test at the moment. 
A. to be B. have been C. are D. is 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which has the stress 
pattern different from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 34 to 35. 
 
Câu 34:  A. together B. exciting C. confident D. important 
Câu 35:  A. parent B. sandy C. water D. explore 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 
questions from 36 to 37. 
 
Câu 36:  it / necessary / us / think / about / this matter /. 

A. It’s necessary for us to think about this matter carefully. 
B. It’s for us to think about this matter carefully necessary. 
C. For us to think about this matter carefully it’s necessary. 
D. To think about this matter carefully it necessary for it. 

Câu 37:  the / between /university / terms / the / students / have / vacations /. 
A. Between the terms university the students have vacations. 
B. Between the terms the students university have vacations. 
C. Between vacations the students have the university terms. 
D. Between the university terms the students have vacations. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning 
to each of the following sentences from 38 to 40. 
 
Câu 38:  The man suddenly realized that the neighbour was watching him. 

A. The man suddenly realized that he was watched by the neighbour. 
B. The man suddenly realized that he was being watched by the neighbour. 
C. The neighbour was watching the man and he suddenly realized that. 
D. The neighbour suddenly realized the man and watching him. 

Câu 39:  I haven't visited my grandmother for three months. 
A. It is three months since I last visited my grandmother. 
B. I didn't visit my grandmother three months ago. 
C. The last time I had visited my grandmother was three months ago. 
D. It is three months since I have visited my grandmother. 

Câu 40:  “Would you like to stay for dinner with us?” she asked me. 
A. She offered me dinner. 
B. She invited me to stay for dinner with them. 
C. She was very kind to offer me dinner. 
D. She asked me if I like to stay for dinner with them. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting 
from 41 to 45. 
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Câu 41:  What did you do at 9 o'clock last night? I phoned you but nobody answered.  
                       A                              B                  C                      D 
 

Câu 42:  My father prefers watching films at home to go to the cinema. 
                A                             B                                     C  D 
 

Câu 43:  The singer about who I told you yesterday is coming here tomorrow. 
                                A               B                                C                     D 
 

Câu 44:  My children won’t go to bed unless they don’t finish their homework. 
                                    A                      B                        C         D 
 

Câu 45:  They have their house designing by this architect. 
              A          B              C                   D 
 
 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct word for each of the blank from 46 to 50.  

Before the 19th century, families usually (46) _______ marriages for their children. Young people 
didn’t decide who they wanted to marry. After they got married, they usually had (47) _______ children. 
In the 19th century, most children could choose the person they wanted to marry. A marriage joined two 
people and not two families. Two people could get (48) _______ because they loved each other, not just 
because their families wanted them to marry. At the same time, people began to realize that they had to 
(49) _______ very good care of their children. Before this, most people didn’t go to school. The family 
members all worked together at home. Later, people realized that (50) _______ is necessary for a better 
life. 

 
Câu 46:  A. were arranging B. arrange C. have arranged D. arranged 
Câu 47:  A. little B. a lot of C. much D. few 
Câu 48:  A. marry B. marriage C. married D. marrying 
Câu 49:  A. get B. take C. give D. make 
Câu 50:  A. educated B. educator C. education D. educate 
 
----------------------------------------------- 

----------- HẾT ---------- 
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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word which has the stress 
pattern different from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 1 to 2. 
 
Câu 1:  A. together B. confident C. exciting D. important 
Câu 2:  A. parent B. sandy C. water D. explore 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning 
to each of the following sentences from 3 to 5. 
 
Câu 3:  I haven't visited my grandmother for three months. 

A. It is three months since I have visited my grandmother. 
B. I didn't visit my grandmother three months ago. 
C. The last time I had visited my grandmother was three months ago. 
D. It is three months since I last visited my grandmother. 

Câu 4:  “Would you like to stay for dinner with us?” she asked me. 
A. She offered me dinner. 
B. She asked me if I like to stay for dinner with them. 
C. She was very kind to offer me dinner. 
D. She invited me to stay for dinner with them. 

Câu 5:  The man suddenly realized that the neighbour was watching him. 
A. The man suddenly realized that he was watched by the neighbour. 
B. The man suddenly realized that he was being watched by the neighbour. 
C. The neighbour suddenly realized the man and watching him. 
D. The neighbour was watching the man and he suddenly realized that. 
 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct answer to each of the questions from 6 to 10.  

 
 University Entrance Examination is very important to Vietnamese students. High school 

graduates have to take it and get high results to be admitted to universities. The pressure on the candidates 
remains very high despite the measures that have been taken to reduce the heat around these exams, since 
securing a place in a state university is considered a major step towards a successful career for young 
people, especially those from rural areas or disadvantaged families. In 2004, it was estimated that nearly 
1 million Vietnamese students took the University Entrance Examination, but on average only 1 out of 5 
candidates succeeded. Normally, candidates take 3 exam subjects, and each lasts 180 minutes for the 
fixed group of subjects they choose. There are 4 fixed groups of subjects: Group A: Mathematics, 
Physics, and Chemistry; Group B: Mathematics, Chemistry and Biology; Group C: Literature, History, 
and Geography; Group D: Literature, Foreign Language, and Mathematics.  

 In addition to universities, there are community colleges, art and technology institutes, 
professional secondary schools, and vocational schools which offer degrees or certificates from a-few-
month to 2-year courses. 

 According to Vietnam’s Ministry of Education and Training, there are currently 23 non-public 
universities, accounting for 11% of the total number of universities. These non-public universities are 
currently training 119,464 students or 11.7% of the total number of students. The government is planning 
to increase the number of non-public universities to 30% by 2007. 
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Câu 6:  University Entrance Examination in Vietnam is very _________. 

A. stressful B. free C. easy D. interesting 
Câu 7:  The word “those”  in paragraph one refers to _________. 

A. young people B. examinations C. universities D. exam subjects 
Câu 8:  In 2004, the proportion of the students who got success in University Entrance Examination was 
about_________percent. 

A. 10 B. 5 C. 50 D. 20 
Câu 9:  According to the passage, which of the followings is TRUE? 

A. Maths is compulsory in the University Entrance Examination. 
B. Students are not allowed to choose their exam subjects. 
C. There are four fixed groups of exam subjects for students to choose. 
D. Students find it easy to get success in the University Entrance Examination. 

Câu 10:  According to the passage, _________. 
A. the Vietnamese government does not appreciate non-public universities. 
B. the Vietnamese government encourages the establishment of  
       non-public universities. 
C. the Vietnamese government will close all non-public universities next year. 
D. Vietnamese students have no alternative to continue their higher study  
                   besides universities. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet that best completes each unfinished sentence, 
substitutes the underlined part from 11 to 35. 
 
Câu 11:  The teacher told Ann ________ so loud. 

A. not to talk B. not talk C. not talking D. talk 
Câu 12:  Everybody in my room ________trying to do their best to finish the test at the moment. 

A. to be B. have been C. is D. are 
Câu 13:  According to these experts, today children are made ________  too much. 

A. studying B. study C. studies D. to study 
Câu 14:  He is the most wonderful person I ________. 

A. had ever met B. am meeting C. ever meet D. have ever met 
Câu 15:  This test must ________with a pencil. 

A. be writing B. be written C. be to write D. write 
Câu 16:  They asked me when ________. 

A. will I arrive B. I can arrive C. did I arrive D. I had arrived 
Câu 17:  In our curriculum, Math, Physics, Chemistry, Literature and English are considered  

     as core subjects. 
A. general B. difficult C. main D. popular 

Câu 18:  My younger brother has passed the exam,________ is great news. 
A. which B. that C. who D. why 

Câu 19:  __________the book, they get married and live happily ever after. 
A. At the end of B. By the end of C. Since the end of D. In the end of 

Câu 20:  After  Hung ________ the English course, he went to Australia to continue his study. 
A. have been finished B. had finished C. has finished D. will finish 

Câu 21:  Tim: “How well you are playing!”  Jack: “___________”. 
A. Say it again. I like to hear your words B. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment 
C. Thank you too much D. I think so. I am proud of myself 

Câu 22:  We are not allowed ________  in exams. 
A. cheat B. to cheat C. cheated D. cheating 

Câu 23:  ________  more carefully, he would not have had the accident yesterday. 
A. If Peter driven B. Unless Peter had driven 
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C. Had Peter driven D. If had Peter driven 
Câu 24:  Please ________ the lights when leaving the room. 

A. turn into B. turn over C. turn on D. turn off 
Câu 25:  More than ten Vietnamese students____________ the ADS scholarships last month. 

A. are reported to win B. are reporting to win. 
C. are reported to have won D. are reporting to have won 

Câu 26:  David: “Merry Christmas!” - Jason: “__________” 
A. You are the same! B. Merry Christmas! . 
C. Happy Christmas with you! D. Same for you! 

Câu 27:  Within ________  few years,________ private space travel has gone from concept to reality. 
A. a / Ø B. the / a C. the / the D. Ø / an 

Câu 28:  By this Christmas, I ________ my first term examination. 
A. will have finished B. will be finished C. will finish D. have been finishing 

Câu 29:  If you________ someone stealing your car, what would you do? 
A. seen B. see C. saw D. had seen 

Câu 30:  You should concentrate _________what the interviewer is saying and make a real effort to 
answer all the questions the interviewer asks. 

A. on B. in C. at D. for 
Câu 31:  ________  answers my questions exactly will be given a gift. 

A. Which B. Who C. Whoever D. That 
Câu 32:  I live in a comfortable  flat________  the  new  square in Pleiku city. 

A. which overlooking B. to overlook C. overlooked D. overlooking 
Câu 33:  Is English a compulsory subject or a(n) _________one at high school in your country? 

A. optional B. obliging C. required D. obligatory 
Câu 34:  No one can predict the future exactly. Things may happen ________ . 

A. expectedly B. unexpected C. unexpectedly D. expected 
Câu 35:  I am so happy to hear from Mary because I haven’t seen her ________ last year. 

A. since B. for C. later D. on 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 
questions from 36 to 37. 
 
Câu 36:  it / necessary / us / think / about / this matter /. 

A. It’s necessary for us to think about this matter carefully. 
B. For us to think about this matter carefully it’s necessary. 
C. It’s for us to think about this matter carefully necessary. 
D. To think about this matter carefully it necessary for it. 

Câu 37:  the / between /university / terms / the / students / have / vacations /. 
A. Between the terms the students university have vacations. 
B. Between the terms university the students have vacations. 
C. Between the university terms the students have vacations. 
D. Between vacations the students have the university terms. 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part is 
pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions from 38 to 40. 
 
Câu 38:  A. missed B. weighed C. helped D. laughed 
Câu 39:  A. problems B. secrets C. weekends D. brothers 
Câu 40:  A. enough B. encourage C. country D. though 
 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting 
from 41 to 45. 
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Câu 41:  My father prefers watching films at home to go to the cinema. 

             A                             B                                       C  D 
 

Câu 42:  My children won’t go to bed unless they don’t finish their homework. 
                                    A                      B                        C         D 
 

Câu 43:  They have their house designing by this architect. 
            A          B           C                   D 
 

Câu 44:  The singer about who I told you yesterday is coming here tomorrow. 
                                A               B                                C                     D 
 

Câu 45:  What did you do at 9 o'clock last night? I phoned you but nobody answered.  
               A                              B                  C                      D 
 
 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
correct word for each of the blank from 46 to 50.  

Before the 19th century, families usually (46) _______ marriages for their children. Young people 
didn’t decide who they wanted to marry. After they got married, they usually had (47) _______ children. 
In the 19th century, most children could choose the person they wanted to marry. A marriage joined two 
people and not two families. Two people could get (48) _______ because they loved each other, not just 
because their families wanted them to marry. At the same time, people began to realize that they had to 
(49) _______ very good care of their children. Before this, most people didn’t go to school. The family 
members all worked together at home. Later, people realized that (50) _______ is necessary for a better 
life. 

 
Câu 46:  A. have arranged B. arrange C. were arranging D. arranged 
Câu 47:  A. much B. few C. a lot of D. little 
Câu 48:  A. married B. marrying C. marriage D. marry 
Câu 49:  A. give B. get C. make D. take 
Câu 50:  A. educator B. education C. educate D. educated 
 
----------------------------------------------- 

----------- HẾT ---------- 
 
 


